Ribosomal ribonucleic acid (RNA), transfer RNA, and other biological or synthetic RNA polymers can contain nucleotides that have been modified by the addition of chemical groups. Traditional Sanger sequencing methods cannot establish the chemical nature and sequence of these modified-nucleotide containing oligomers. Mass spectrometry (MS) has become the conventional approach for determining the nucleotide composition, modification status, and sequence of modified RNAs.
RoboOligo, an interactive software program for the robust analysis of data generated by CID MS/MS of RNA oligomers. There are three main functions of RoboOligo: 1. Automated de novo sequencing via the local search paradigm. 2. Manual sequencing with real-time spectrum labeling and cumulative intensity scoring. 3. A hybrid approach, coined 'variable sequencing', which combines the user intuition of manual sequencing with the high-throughput sampling of automated de novo sequencing.
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Supplementary Figure S1. Effects of increasing nucleotide pool size on automated de novo sequencing efficiency of the 6-mer U[Um]U[cmnm 5 s 2 U]UGp and the 9-mer UU[t 6 A]AUCAUGp. A The computational time of each analysis. For the 9-mer, a pool size 26 nucleotides was the maximum condition before encountering issues with system memory usage. B The number of nucleotide compositions that fit within the target mass range and pass the restriction digest confinement filter. C
The number sequences returned that are supported by the given data. The correct sequence of the 9-mer was maintained with all nucleotide pools tested while the 6-mer sequence was tied with Clicking on a nucleotide will add it to the 'Current Sequence' and attempt to find the corresponding CID products. D. The 'Current Sequence' contains the cumulative abundance of all detected CID products, sequence orientation selection, 5' and 3' end selections, and buttons to add sequences to the appropriate workbench. E. Clicking on a nucleotide in the 'Current Sequence' will display the m/z data points that fall within the range of that nucleotide's theoretical CID products (-/+ tolerance). F.
The three workbenches store sequences that result from automated de novo sequencing, variable sequencing, and manual sequencing; and are sorted from high to low cumulative intensity. The relative intensity (RI) is the ratio of a sequence's cumulative intensity compared to the sequence with the highest cumulative intensity in the workbench. Solid boxes on top of the primary sequences match the published, fully-modified sequences.
Overlapping regions represent alternative sequences that result from partially-modified tRNAs.
Dashed boxes below the primary sequence are results that do not match the published sequences.The number of spectra with an identical top ranked sequence are indicated next to each sequence. For example, UA[1sU]CG was ranked as the highest scoring sequence for 9 spectra when all spectra of Gln-tRNA (UUG) were analyzed. Supplementary Table S1 . Composite results of all automated sequencing attempts using independently sequenced oligomer data listed in order of oligomer length in nucleotides (nts). The number of tested indicates how many oligomers of that length, but from different data sets, were analyzed. The 'Correct' column refers to the number of tested data sets in which RoboOligo automated de novo sequencing returned the correct sequence as the highest scoring (in terms of cumulative abundance). 'Avg Complete Sequences' -the average number of valid sequences that were returned for all tested oligomers of the same length. 'Avg Nucleotide Pool' -the average number of nucleotides within the nucleotide pools used during automated sequencing. 'Avg
Compositions' -the average number of compositions that fit the calculated total mass range with a given nucleotide pool. 'Avg Time' -the average time for the automated sequencing function to determine compositions, construct sequences, score, and display sequence results in milliseconds.
